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Tolliver Tales

Visit the author www.RLawsonGamble.com, 
Amazon Author Page www.Facebook.com/
RLawsonGamble or contact him at
lawsongamble@rlawsongamble.com 

A Bi-Monthly Newsletter

COVER REVEAL! 

Our intention is to offer 
Canaan’s Secret for pre-sale as 
an ebook on Amazon for a few 
weeks. The response was great 
for book #5, Under Desert 
Sand, and gave it a great boost 
in ranking (sorely needed now 
with all the new authors in the 
same category). Look for it mid-
May (we will send notification). 
The paperback format for 
Canaan’s Secret should be 
available by June 1 (if the creek 
don’t rise). What we can say: the 
story takes place in southern 
Utah and is heavy in the rich 
cultures and history of the area.

Zack Tolliver FBI, #6

Krista of Kristallynn Designs has 
once again worked her magic for 
Book Six of the Zack Tolliver, FBI 
series titled Canaan’s Secret. 
The secret is still a secret, but 
not for too much longer now.
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              Fine

Monarch Club Author Fair

R Lawson Gamble Table at  the 
Author Fair 

We participated in the inaugural 
Author’s Fair sponsored by the 
California Writers Club, Central Dunes 
Chapter organized to benefit the 
Nipomo Library. Authors from all 
over the Central Coast region came 
to the Monarch Dunes Golf Club to 
sell and sign their books in the Avila 
Ballroom. Some of us did readings in 
the nearby club room. Beyond an 
opportunity to sell books, it offered us 
a chance to catch up with fellow 
writers. The Sky View Motel sits on a 
hill overlooking Los Alamos from the 
north. A unique facility with an avenue 
of palms leading up to the complex, it 
has just re-opened with new owners.

Author in Documentary 
Filmed in Drum Canyon to the south of 
Los Alamos where the bandit Salomon 
Pico ranged. The canyon was formerly 
known as the Canyon of the Skulls.

The new management contacted us to 
obtain copies of Los Alamos Valley, 
our Arcadia Press publication. They 
wanted one for each room––forty copies 
in all! Each one is signed. Virginie 
Goubier sent a link and password (as 
promised) for the documentary film 
segment for Invitation To Travel, just 
sent to Paris for final edit and voiceover. 
We do not yet know when it will be 
aired. Because we are prohibited from 
showing the film on the internet, we 
have been having private showings in our 
home (a great excuse for a party!).




